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This is what I’ve been doing for the 
past couple years



We combine conversational and 
behavioral data, with vertical AI and 
smart minds.

We help organizations understand their 
audiences and create messages that 
matter to them.

We are part of Access Intelligence Plc 
and we’re based in London, Los Angeles, 
Singapore and Sydney.

Pulsar is an audience intelligence platform

Film buffs

TV Fanatics

Supernaturals

Sports nuts



The signals we use

Web analyticsSocial SearchMedia

catalyst

upstream

mainstream footprint



Brand-watching lags. 
Perceptions and Behaviours anticipate.





WHAT WE ACTUALLY DO

CONVERSATION ANALYSIS AUDIENCE ANALYSIS 

PRIMARY RESEARCH
Surveys, Segmentation Studies etc.



The abundance of data is the 

result of the instrumentalisation

of the natural, industrial and 

social worlds
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data “is”
fluid



data “is”
huge



data “is”
powerful



data “is”
unpredictable



data “is”
uncontrollable



data “is”
efficient



data “is”
intelligent



data “is”
predictive





99.5%
Percentage of newly created digital data 

that’s never analysed





0.5%
Percentage of newly created digital data 

that’s actually being used



That’s a lot lower than
the % of teenagers having sex

(16% btw)





0.5%5% of



1. crafting insights from data is not a widespread skill.

2. understanding the implications of an insight sits outside 
of the remit and skills of those who are able to craft those 
insights; the link between insight and strategy is broken.

3. a disconnect between insight and easy translation to 
execution limits opportunities to act responsively, and 
move at the speed of the audience.



Unstructured data makes 
up more than 80% of all 

enterprise data









Rather than simply 
referring to something 
with a beginning, middle 
and end, a narrative can 
describe a collective story
or belief shared by a 
group of people.



Collect
Sample
Weight
Classify
Cluster



Collect

STAGE 1

Sample

STAGE 2

Weight

STAGE 3

The Meaning Funnel

STAGE 5

ClusterClassify

STAGE 4



Sampling



Create the universe



STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

The Meaning Funnel

STAGE 5
STAGE 4

Collect Sample Weight ClusterClassify



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Start from NBC’s existing 
segmentation

Establish ‘look alike’ social media segments 
– tracked as real-time panels in Pulsar –
collecting all conversation & content shared 
by the audience

Match large samples of active social 
media users who are a good proxy for 
NBC’s segment personas – by matching 
demographics, psychographics, and media 
behaviors

11 
Audience Personas

11 
‘Live Segments’

5000 
users per Segment



We qualify users into 
each segment panel 
based on:

• Demographics

• Psychographics

• Shows & Networks

• Who they’re following (e.g. 
talent, influencers)

• Activity levels



Low audience 
penetration

High audience 
penetration

High virality/interest

Low virality/interest

Fake News

TikTok

eSports

OnlyFans

Meditation

Billionaires

Psychedelics

DIY Spirituality

Female 
Empowerment

Gender &
Androgyny

Conspiracy 
Theories

Supernatural

Vegan &
Plant-Based

Gen Pop VS NBC Segments | Direction of Travel



Weighting



STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

The Meaning Funnel

STAGE 5
STAGE 4

Collect Sample Weight ClusterClassify



Emotion Visibility IntensityEngagement



Visibility



Classifying



STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

The Meaning Funnel

STAGE 5
STAGE 4

Collect Sample Weight ClusterClassify
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Use cases
Personalization
Innovation
Reputation
ESG
CSR
Personality
Trust
CX
Customer Care
Customer Journey
Engagement
Custom

Industries
Airlines
Architecture
Auto
Beauty
Design
Education
Energy
Tech
Finance
Food
Retail
Hospitality

x x x

StoreAI
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Vertical AI

Vertical AI is machine learning 
designed to classify 
unstructured data according to 
frameworks that are specific to 
a use case, an industry or a 
research objective.



General Classifier (txt or visual)
Concept Tagging

Insight Framework (new or existing)
Vertical Classifier





Algorithmic Prediction
Inferred Customer Behavior
Implied Brand Value
Clustered Behaviors-Values

> Exploring
> Identifying
> Explaining
> Mapping

THE VISUAL DNA FRAMEWORK





family



loyalty



Dog (prediction) >>  Family weekender (behavior)  >>  Regeneration (value)







Speed

Ease

Price

















Governance Technology Technology Workplace Products & Services

Products & Services

Technology 

Workplace

Governance

Citizenship

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

Leadership - + - + - + - + - +

Talk of corruption and broader US 
foreign policy harm Shell’s 

reputation

Generally middling on all 
dimensions, Technology at BP 

including net zero promises takes 
the lead

Strong reputation on all dimensions, 
with Carbon Capture Tech (#CCS) 

pushing the Tech dimension above the 
others 

The suspension of employees pension 
payments to help with Covid

disruption is seriously effecting 
Exxon’s reputation

Response to Covid & partnering with 
local govt. Dept. of Transport is 

causing a positive reaction.

Performance - + - + - + - + - +



THE HEROIC SAGE THE RULER THE MAGICIAN

SINCERITY

EXCITEMENT

COMPETENCE

SOPHISTICATION

RUGGEDNESS

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

- +

CURATED - + - + - +

Carefree. Spirited, Youthful

Family-friendly, Wholesome

Leadership, Success, Influential

Elegant, Prestigious, Luxury

Outdoorsy, Athletic, Tough

Polished, Purposeful, Deliberate

People connect Harvard with 
expertise and competency – often 

excited by admissions and new 
studies results

Princeton is seen as a stable, safe 
and competent university with 

expertise

Columbia is celebrated for their 
diversity in applicants and alumni 

achievements

Archetypes

Dimensions

Social Brand Personality | Top tier Universities Pre-Post COVID-19

2019 2020

Across the three universities, we can see 
some, but mostly minimal shifts in their 
social brand personality from 2019 to 
2020

The largest shifts are in the dimension 
Excitement; students and faculty try to 
circumnavigate the implications of COVID-
19

All three universities grew in perceived 
Sincerity in 2020, perhaps as a 
consequence of COVID-19. Discussions 
around safety and income diversity 
amongst applicants were drivers within 
this dimension

HARVARD PRINCETON COLUMBIA



Clustering



STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

The Meaning Funnel

STAGE 5
STAGE 4

Collect Sample Weight ClusterClassify



Clustering methods

Discourse Engagement Communities



When this is over…



When this is over… / Expectations of Change



When this is over… / Intent to buy



When this is over…

UK US



Expectations of Change x Segment liberals

conservatives



Intent to buy x Segment
liberals

conservatives



Define
the audience

Segment
the audience

Cluster
the conversation

Personalize
the message

Spend
Phasing
Weighting

Targeting
Audiences
Influencers

Creative
Attitudes
Language
Topics
Behaviours
Occasions
Mindsets
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Is this Qual? Is it Quant? Does it matter?
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Based on Completely open-ended feedback
A discussion like a focus group but uncontrolled
Expressed in numbers, graph, tables as well as words
Analysed through maths and statistics but also by summarizing, 
categorizing and interpreting 
Used to formulate hypothesis but also to test them
The signal is rich but not deep hence it requires many “respondents”. 
Can be rich like qual but also representative like quant
Experiments can be run – many variables are controllable
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Research has now fully entered the age of qualitative 
data on a quantitative scale
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Statistics

Maths
Data Science

Coding

Internet Culture

Mass Media

Social Media Fandoms

Communities

Crypto

Semiotics

Psychology

Sociology

Mediology

Anthropology

The researcher of 
the future 

understands 
qual, quant and 

the media
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